both an online and offline way. Let us
look at a roadmap of how to do that.
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I want to suggest five key areas that can
help in reaching out into your community.

Have a look at the ‘digital’ front door
of churches and think carefully about
whether they are able to be accessed
by people who don’t yet know Jesus.
Be careful that our language is clear, our
information is up-to-date and stories of
transformation are front and centre. Most
importantly make sure there are simple
‘big questions’ and gospel explanation.

1. MAKE CONTACT
Now more than ever before, our local
businesses, schools and community
groups need the church to step into the
void that COVID-19 has left within our
communities. We need to be the ones
that reach out to them; Zoom them,
create WhatsApp groups, call them,
FaceTime them and use whatever means
to connect with those who need our hope
most. These people have never had their
‘backs against a wall’ more than they have
now. For local businesses, we can offer to
pray for them, buy gift cards, connect with
them and others who are struggling and
begin to build a sense of togetherness
within our communities. A recent YouGov
poll showed that 26% of Britons said they
were happy, (this is down 24% ), while
stress has surged. (yougov.co.uk/topics/
health/articles-reports/2020/04/04/howcoronavirus-has-taken-its-toll-nationsmood). It all begins with reaching out and
networking within the community that
God has placed you in.
Community Facebook groups, WhatsApp
groups and other community forums tend
to be a key avenue into building relationship
within our communities. Maybe it’s time
to reconnect with the gatekeepers within
your community and find out where the
church can offer support.

2. WHERE ARE ANSWERS?
It is clear that people are searching for
answers to big questions during this time,
but if someone goes on your website or
Facebook page how will they find them?
Will they just find information about you
being shut or not doing live worship?
Maybe it’s time to shake things up and
get back to basics. Alpha has seen a sharp
increase in its online engagement. ‘I’ve
never known a time in my life when people
are more open to [God’s Word] than they
are now,’ said HTB’s vicar, Nicky Gumbel,
in an online Easter conference. ‘There are
no other distractions. There’s no football,
there’s no sport. There’s no entertainment.
People have time to hear the gospel.’
Indeed, never in modern history have so
many people been sanctioned to their
homes, in what the Dean of Gloucester
Cathedral, Stephen Lake, calls ‘an enforced
period of reflection.’ (christiantoday.com/
article/coronavirus-is-making-people-

3. GET TO THE STORIES
People are consuming online content
like never before. Digital 2020 April
Global Statshot Report (slideshare.net/
DataReportal/digital-2020-april-globalstatshot-report-april-2020) share some
key headlines here:
• Big jumps in digital activity,
especially in countries that have seen
the strictest lockdowns
• Significant increases in social media use,
with video calling taking centre stage
• Accelerating adoption of e-commerce,
particularly for grocery shopping
• An increase in the amount of time
spent playing video games and
watching e-sports
These all point towards people wanting
to engage with more of our content; most
churches are seeing a huge percentage
increase on all statistics in digital. One
of the simplest and effective forms of
connecting people with Jesus is for them
to see and/or hear stories of transformation
and God at work in people’s lives.
One way we can tell stories is by
interviewing some of those within our
communities, both inside and outside
the church. Maybe it is time to think about
a weekly Zoom interview with a local
councillor, a business leader, a school
teacher, a family - and unpack some of
the challenges of lockdown life. Let’s tell
some amazing stories and get them front
and centre of our digital strategy.

4. THE IMAGINEERS
Disney timed its release of Disney+ very
well to concede with the lockdown,
didn’t they? I was recently watching a
documentary about the Imagineering
department in the Disney family. The
Imagineers, as they were fondly known,
became central to the success of the
Disney empire. They were tasked with
dreaming up things that had never been
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done before. I love the idea that within
Disney there were some key individuals
who were tasked within imagining
a better future, not concerned with
success or being right but instead given
a free license to innovate, create and
inspire a brighter, happier world.
Who are some Imagineers in your
communities, people who need releasing
to create and dream and try something
brand new in a digital world? Maybe
it’s a podcast, a YouTube channel, a
photography series or something no one
has thought of yet. Let’s release their
creativity to run wild. Let’s protect them
but also try some new things because it’s
this that will bring life into our dry bones.

5. POWER TO THE PEOPLE
One of the bits of the lockdown that has
been interesting is hearing from churches
about those in the congregation that
have been disempowered. Many
members have gone from being at the
centre of our churches to being on the
side lines or so it can feel for many.
We are about to embark on a mixed
economy phase of the lockdown; how
can we create better habits within our
communities and release everyone to be
an evangelist? It begins with a change of
culture and simple techniques for us to
create a church full of digital evangelists.
Can we help people reach their streets
or neighbourhoods, building on the
amazing work that has been started?
COVID-19 has been one of the most lifechanging events of our generation and
things that our children and grandchildren
will learn about. We can also use this as
a time for the church to reconnect and
connect with its community, to use the
incredible new tools that God has given
to us to reach others for him.
Ali Johnson is the Digital Evangelist at
Cliff College.

TREE OF LIFE
Jacqui Parkinson

This is a display of three huge textile panels by Jacqui
Parkinson that will continue to tour cathedrals as soon as is
feasible. It presents, with spectacular views, three pivotal
times in history: The beginning of the Story which was good.
The middle of the Story which is messy. The end of the Story
which will be good again.

PANEL ONE - THE GARDEN
Genesis. The beginning of the Story is good: Eve and Adam
have purpose and relationship in the Garden of Eden. But
then they reject the fruit from the Tree of Life because they
think they can do better than God: they think they don’t need
to live their lives in response to their Creator.
They turn away from their God, and the consequences are
harsh: the death of living creatures, weeds among the flowers,
the spread of viruses - pain in childbirth, rivalry between
brothers, murder and betrayal. And tensions between men
and women - and tensions between them and their God.

PANEL TWO - THE CROSS
And today we live in the middle of the story, and everything’s
messy. We no longer know what’s good and what’s evil: and,
even when we want to do what’s right, we often get it wrong!
But there’s hope because Jesus, on the cross, is there in all
the mess. He offers hope to all creation, all living creatures,
all women and men. He offers fruit from the Tree of Life to
transform all life. We can turn again to our Creator.

PANEL THREE - THE CITY
It’s a revelation! There’s no way back to the Garden of Eden
- we can only go forward. Yet ahead there’s a wonderful city
with a garden inside. And at the centre, the Tree of Life with
fruit in all seasons, enough for all men and women. And leaves
for the healing of the nations. All in a land where everything is
made good. Where our Creator God personally wipes away
all tears.

CURRENT TOURING PLANS, SUBJECT TO CHANGE:
• TBA - 4 JULY - CARLISLE CATHEDRAL

• 7 JULY - 9 AUG - LLANDAFF CATHEDRAL

• 12 AUG - 26 SEPT - GUILDFORD CATHEDRAL
• 29 SEPT - 1 NOV - RIPON CATHEDRAL

• 4 NOV- 13 DEC - PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL
Visit jacqui-textile.com for updated information
Photo credits: Andrew Parkinson
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